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Chinese dictionaries date back over two millennia to the Han Dynasty, which is a significantly longer
lexicographical history than any other language. There are hundreds of dictionaries for the Chinese language,
and this article introduces some of the most important.
Chinese dictionary - Wikipedia
Hanyu Pinyin (simplified Chinese: æ±‰è¯- æ‹¼éŸ³; traditional Chinese: æ¼¢èªž æ‹¼éŸ³), often abbreviated
to pinyin, is the official romanization system for Standard Chinese in mainland China and to some extent in
Taiwan.It is often used to teach Standard Mandarin Chinese, which is normally written using Chinese
characters.The system includes four diacritics denoting tones.
Pinyin - Wikipedia
Looking up characters, words and example sentences using our uniquely-designed Chinese-English
dictionary.You can search by fuzzy Pinyin (Pinyin without tones), Pinyin with tone numbers, Pinyin with tone
marks,Chinese Pinyin Table, Cantonese Jyutping pronunciation,Chinese character radicals, English words,
English phrases, English sentences, English sentence fragments, Chinese characters ...
Read and write Chinese characters - è¯»å†™æ±‰å-— - å-¦ä¸-æ–‡
Welcome to Pinyin Course at Kids Chinese Podcast! It helps you learn Pinyin in 21 Days!. Hanyu Pinyin or
Chinese Pinyin is also called Pinyin or Pin Yin. It literally means â€œspelled soundâ€•, phonetics.
Learn Pinyin In 21 Days - Kids Chinese Podcast
By Ling-Ling Lisa Shih From Ling-LingChinese.com This post includes the following sections: Blank
Worksheets for Chinese Character Worksheets. Flash Cards for commonly used words. Information about
the Radicals and Basic Strokes. Chinese character, vocabulary worksheets, and text worksheets. Oral
performance sheets Grammar worksheets 1. Blank Chinese Character Writing Worksheets Chinese ...
Chinese Worksheets ä¸-æ–‡ä½œä¸š â€“ Ling-Ling Chinese
Writing. Mandarin is written with Chinese characters called HÃ nzÃ¬ (æ¼¢å-— or æ±‰å-—) which literally
means "Han characters". Each HÃ nzÃ¬ has its own pronunciation and meaning. An ordinary dictionary will
contain about 10,000 characters. Spoken Mandarin uses very many compound words, words that combine
meanings the way English does in such terms as "machine gun," "fire truck," "playground," etc.
Mandarin Chinese - Simple English Wikipedia, the free
The reading materials of this book are written in bite size of simple English and Chinese for learning easier,
can be used for learning Pinyin Chinese* as well as English.. Please click here for all reading materials of the
whole book.; You can search related topics of this book from the following box:
Pinyin - Wikibooks, open books for an open world
Enter a text into the text field and highlight one or several words with the mouse to look up a translation.
English â‡” German Dictionary - leo.org: Start page
by aihua & filed under Pinyin Course.. In â€œPin Yinâ€•, we talked about why Chinese Pinyin is so critical for
learning Chinese, and why to learn Pinyin first is a must to build a solid pronunciation foundation for your
listening and speaking skills. To start learning Mandarin Chinese language from pinyin is compulsory in
Chinese schools and basically, every Chinese in Mainland China starts ...
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Pinyin Lessons - Kids Chinese Podcast
This is an index of all single Chinese character entries in Wiktionary, sorted by their HÃ nyÇ” PÄ«nyÄ«n
(æ¼¢èªžæ‹¼éŸ³/æ±‰è¯-æ‹¼éŸ³) romanizations. Hanyu Pinyin is a ...
Index:Mandarin Pinyin - Wiktionary
Enter a text into the text field and highlight one or several words with the mouse to look up a translation.
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